BLOOP!
Created and directed by Pep Bou

BLOOP!
A brand new show for all ages, a trip through the fascinating universe of soap bubbles.
After the successfulness of CLINC! with more than 350 performances all over the world,
the company starts with BLOOP! a new and fascinating adventure.
Created and directed by Pep Bou, this new show offers a daring proposal of visual poetical
theatre full of bubbles, lights, and shadows, as a result of the talent and experimentation
of over 40 years of trajectory.
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BLOOP!
Eduardo Telletxea and Isaías Antolín (Agustí Sanllehí in alternance) will perform
a duo full of humour and peripeties leading us to a world full of dreams in which the bubbles
are back to be the main characters.
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BLOOP! is a show full of contrasts.
Two opposing characters share workspace.
One, clown and alchemist. The other, entrepreneurial business executive.
The stage forms two well-defined spaces where each one of the characters work.
In the course of the show, the antagonistic relationship between them and their trades will
evolve, creating comical situations.
Empathy, good humor and optimism will show us that differences and difficulties can also be
a path to learning, creativity and understanding.
A show designed to stimulate good attitude, inventiveness and new ideas.
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Cast
Creation and direction:

Pep Bou

Actors:

Eduardo Telletxea i Isaías Antolín
o Agustí Sanllehí (in alternance)

Music
Wardrobe design:
Lighting:

Ferran Martínez
Pau Fernández
Jep Vergés i Pep Bou

Light and sound technician:

Mon Feijóo

Executive production
and press & comunication :

Rosa Serra

Photography:
Social Media and video:

Jean-Bernard Gueneau
María López

Administration:

Carme Jiménez

Producció:

Pep Bou Company

Length:

65 minutes

With the support of:

Thanks:
Centre Cultural Vilanova del Vallès
Xavi Valls (noutres)
Joan Locutura
Taller d’Escenografia Castells
Josep Castells
Coqui Castells
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